
" Individually variable due to well designed modular system.
" Height adjustable by hand crank or electric motor

(Electro-pillar made of precision processed aluminum profile).
" Ergonomic individual adjustment possibilities.
" 10,000 times proven quality.

KEG
flexible " stable " versatile

Think Ergonomics

Pedestal stand, electrically height adjustable.
Model "KEG-EL-H-GL-900.
With vibration absorbing glides Version "GL".
With adjustable table top supports Version "H".
With height adjustable drawer support Version "S 12".



ACCESSORIES:

ON REQUEST

KEGHIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS TECHNICAL DATA

"KEG-GL" 630 mm (approx. 25 in.)
to 900 mm (approx. 35 in.), 

with glides, without table top thickness.
"KEG-R075" 700 mm (approx. 28 in.)

to 970 mm (approx. 38 in.), 
with casters, without table top thickness.

"KEG-S" 610 mm (approx. 24 in.)
to 880 mm (approx. 35 in.), 

with glides, without table top thickness.
"KEG-EL-GL" 630 mm (approx. 25 in.)

to 1,030 mm (approx. 41 in.), 
with glides, without table top thickness.

"KEG-EL-R075" 700 mm (approx. 28 in.) 
to 1,100 mm (approx. 38 in.), 

with casters, without table top thickness.
"KEG-EL-S" 650 mm (approx. 26 in.) 

to 1,050 mm (approx. 41 in.), 
with glides, without table top thickness.

"KEG" 500 mm (approx. 20 in.).
"KEG-S" 670 mm (approx. 26 in.).
"KEG" 800 mm (approx. 31 in.) 

or 900 mm (approx. 35 in.).
"KEG-S" 900 mm (approx. 35 in.).
Powder coated in RAL 9002 grey-white.
Approx. 35 kg (approx.77 lbs.) per stand.
1 per box.

" Special heights.
" Special lengths.
" Other colors.
" Table tops for all machine

types and classes.
" Sewing motors.

" State-of-the-art design.
" Sit-down and stand-up workstation.
" Ideal for heavy load.
" Excellent vibration absorption.
" Tilt plates, "VT" version.
" Separate electrically height

adjustable table top.
" Stand completely pre-assembled.
" Adapter system for machine .

integration (on customer's request)
" Big accessory package.

ON REQUEST
" Drawer support welded on.
" Height adjustable drawer support.
" Guiding device for clutch motors.
" And much more.

ACCESSORIES:

Please place extra order for treadles/drawers and other accessories.

Request our CD ROM. It contains a lot of information about
KESSLER as well as a detailed product catalog with all options.

Pedestal stand, height adjustable with hand crank,
Modell "KEG-SH-VT".
"  With vibration absorbing glides.
"  With adjustable table top supports, version "H".
"  With laterally welded drawer support, version "S 10".
"  With tilt plates, version "VT".

OPTIONALOPTIONAL
" Tilt plates, version "VT" +/- 10°

(Stand height + approx. 50 mm (approx.2 in.).
" Electrically adjustable work plate. 

Lift approx. 150 mm (approx. 6 in.).
" Casters:

Caster diameter 100 mm (approx. 4 in.).
Twin casters 50, 75, or 100 mm 
(approx. 2, 3, or 4 in.) in diameter.
All casters 360° lockable and 
thread protected.

" 4 adjustable glides version "HB", 
adjustable to a height of 120 mm
(approx. 5 in.) (only with KEG).

" Lift range:

" Depth top 
(front to back):

" Standard 
widths:

" Surface:
" Weight:
" Packaging:
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